
FINS1612 Notes
1. A Modern Financial System: An Overview

A financial system comprises a range of financial institutions, financial
instruments and financial markets which facilitate the flow of funds between
lenders and borrowers; it is overseen by the central bank and supervised by the
prudential regulator 
Financial systems are important towards fostering economic growth and
productivity improvements by providing finance to firms and encouraging the
accumulation of savings for investment

1.1 Functions of a Financial System

Role of money:
Medium of exchange which helped solved the divisibility problem of
bartering and the need for a double coincidence of wants; thus allowing for
the specialisation of production

divisibility problem - where medium of exchange doesn’t represent
equal value for both parties
double coincidence of wants - transaction satisfying mutual needs of
parties

Store of value which facilitates savings by allowing individuals to save
surplus earnings and funds to move between surplus and deficit units

surplus units - savers with funds available for lending
deficit units - borrowers using funds for consumption and capital
investment

Role of markets: 
Facilitate the exchange of real and financial assets by:

bringing opposite parties together (enables the double coincidence of
wants) 
establishing the rate of exchange or price (solves the divisibility
problem) 

Financial institutions and markets bring together savers and borrowers
Deficit units are borrowers who issue financial instruments to surplus
units who are lenders, who provide funds to the deficit units

financial instrument - issued or sold by a party raising funds,
acknowledging a financial commitment and entitling the holder
to specified future cash flows

Attributes of financial assets:
Return or yield - financial compensation from an investment as a % of
amount invested
Risk - probability that the actual return on an investment will vary from
expected return
Liquidity - ease of selling an asset within a reasonable time at current market
prices for reasonable transaction costs
Time pattern of cash flows - when the expected cash flows are to be



received
An efficient financial system should:

Encourage efficient allocation of savings - by creating a range of financial
instruments valued by savers and directs funds to efficient uses
Facilitate portfolio structuring and restructuring - provides a wide
combination of assets and liabilities with varying degrees of risk, return,
liquidity and cash flow patterns to best meet savings, investment and
funding needs
Provide timely and accurate information - affects the price and supports
investment decisions 

1.2 Financial Institutions

Financial Institutions permit the flow of funds between borrowers and savers by
facilitating financial transactions.
They can be categorised based on differences between the institution’s source
of funds and use of funds 

Depository financial institutions
Obtains savings from depositors through on demand deposit or term
deposit accounts
Provides loans to borrowers in household and business sectors

Investment banks and merchant banks
Provide off-balance-sheet advisory services for corporate and
government clients re: M&A, portfolio restructuring and financial risk
management
Provide loans to clients but focus on advising and assisting clients on
raising funds directly from capital markets

Contractual savings institutions 
Liabilities are contracts that require, in return for periodic payments,
the institution to make payments to contract holders when a specific
event occurs; e.g. life insurance, general insurance and
superannuation funds
Periodic cash receipts provide a large pool of cash which can be
invested in primary and secondary market securities

Finance companies and general financiers
Raise funds by issuing financial instruments such as commercial
paper, medium term notes and bonds
Use funds to make loans and provide lease finance to households and
firms

Unit trusts
Formed under a trust deed and controlled and managed by a trustee;
e.g. equity trust, property trust, fixed term interest trust, mortgage trust
Raises funds by selling units in a trust 
Funds are pooled and invested by fund managers 

1.3 Financial Instruments



Financial Instruments acknowledge a financial commitment and represent an
entitlement to future cash flows
They can be categorised according to their nature and main characteristics

Equity - ownership interest in an asset providing a residual claim on earnings
and assets through dividends and liquidation

Types:
Ordinary shares
Hybrid (Quasi-equity) security - incorporates characteristics of
both debt and equity // e.g. preference shares and convertible
notes

Debt - contractual claim to periodic interest payments and principle
repayments

Types:
Short term (money market instrument) // Medium to long term
(capital market instrument)
Secured (specifies assets as collateral) // Unsecured
Negotiable (ownership is transferrable and they can be traded;
commercial bills) // Non negotiable (term loan from bank)

Derivatives - synthetic security providing specific future rights to manage
price risk exposure and speculate

Derives its price from
Physical market commodity such as gold and oil 
Financial instruments such as interest rate sensitive debt,
currencies and equities

Types of derivatives: Warrants and Futures are traded on ASX,
Options can be, Forwards and Swaps are not

Futures - contract to trade a specified amount of commodity or
financial instrument at a price determined today
Forward contract - similar to a future contract but it more
flexible and negotiable over the counter, used to lock in a price
for a future date
Option contract - gives the buyer the right, but not the
obligation, to trade at a predetermined price; option buyer pays
a premium to option write

Call option is right to buy (for when prices are increasing) 
Put option is right to sell (for when prices are falling)

Swap contract - arrangement to swap specified future cash
flows

1.4 Financial Markets

Matching principle - short term assets should be funded with short term liabilities
while longer term assets should be funded with longer term liabilities and equities

Idea that the cash outflows associated with a liability match the cash inflows
of an asset
Examples:

Seasonal inventory funded by overdrafts
Equipment funded by bonds

Primary and secondary market transactions
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Lecture 8 - Foreign Exchange Markets

15.1 Exchange Rate Regimes 

Exchange rates refer to the value of one currency relative to another. The different
exchange rate regimes include:

Floating exchange rate - determined by demand and supply
Managed float - rate is held within a defined band relative to another currency, with
limited fluctuations allowed
Crawling peg - managed float where the exchange rate is allowed to appreciate in
controlled steps over time
Linked (fixed) exchange rate - value of pegged currency is tied to value of another
currency or basket of currencies

15.2 FX Market Participants 

FX Market Participants can be classified as:

FX dealers & brokers - FX dealers are financial institutions that quote two-way
prices and act as principals in the FX market, while FX brokers obtain the best
prices and match buy/sell orders for dealers for a fee
Central banks - Central banks enter FX markets when purchasing imports managing their
official reserve assets, or to influence the exchange rate
Firms - Exporters sell foreign currency and buy AUD while importers buy foreign currency
and sell AUD
Investors and borrowers - investors need to purchase FX to make investments overseas,
while borrowers will convert funds to their home currency
Speculative transactions - investors, businesses and financial institutions may attempt to
anticipate future exchange rate movements to make profit
Arbitrage transactions - arbitrageurs conduct simultaneous buy/sell transactions in two or
more markets to take advantage of mispricings and achieve a risk free profit



15.3 Operation of the FX Market

The FX Market is a global market operating 24 hours a day due to the business hours across
time zones. It consists of a sophisticated network of telecommunications systems that provide
the two way prices in dealing rooms across the globe. New information may change exchange
rates and typically FX dealer quotes are identical across the globe at any time

15.4 Spot and Forward Transactions

FX transaction are classified according to the delivery date of the foreign currency:

Spot transactions have a maturity date two business days after the FX contract is
entered into
Forward transactions have a maturity date of more than two days, where the
monthly delivery date is the spot delivery date + n months
Short dated transactions may be delivered today (tod) or delivered tomorrow (tom)

15.5 Spot Market Quotations

Base Currency & Terms Currency: The first currency mentioned is the one whose price
is being sought; aka. the base currency. The second currency is the terms currency. For
example, USD/AUD expresses the price of 1 USD in terms of AUD, where the USD is the
base and AUD is the terms. 

Two Way Quotations: The EUR/AUD may be expressed as EUR/AUD 1.3755 - 1.3765,
and abbreviated to EUR/AUD 1.3755 - 65

Identifies the price at which dealers (price maker) will buy (bid) and sell (offer)
Dealer will buy EUR1 for AUD1.3755 while price taker will sell EUR1 and receive
AUD1.3755
Dealer will sell EUR1 for AUD1.3765 while price taker will buy EUR1 and sell
AUD1.3765
Dealer buys low and sells high; the difference is referred to as the spread

Transposing spot quotations: In order to transpose a quotation, reverse and invert. This
is because the dealers bid rate is the rate they would buy the base currency, which is
equivalent to the dealer selling the terms currency. 

Calculating Cross-Rates: Within the FX market, all currencies are quoted against the
USD using a direct quote (USD as the base currency) or indirect quote (USD as the terms
currency). If FX transactions occur where neither are the USD, the cross rate needs to be
calculated



15.6 Forward Market Quotations

Forward points: Forward exchange rates are quoted as forward points, either above or
below the spot rate. 

Forward points are rising, add them to
spot rate

Base currency is @ forward premium

Ib < It

Forward points are falling, subtract from
the spot rate

Base currency is @ forward discount

Ib > It

Formula for calculating forward points:

Forward exchange contracts: Forward exchange contracts lock in an exchange rate
today for delivery of foreign currency at a specified future date. Because the dealer does
not know the spot rate in the future, they will carry out the FX transaction today:

1. Borrow funds in one market and purchase the foreign currency that will be needed
2. Invest the purchased foreign currency in that market until delivery
3. The difference between the cost of borrowed funds and the return received on

invested foreign currency will be adjusted against the spot rate

Real world complications:

FX dealers quote a bid and offer rate and when calculating forward points, FX
dealers must account for appropriate borrowing and lending rates

In the forward points formula, when calculating bid forward points, use the
Itbid rate & and Iboffer rate & when calculating offer forward poitns, use the
Itoffer rate & Ibbid rate

Different interest rate year conventions (using 360 or 365 days) need to be adjusted
for
Frequency of interest compounding affects true cost of borrowed funds and value
of deposits —> effective rate of interest should be used to calculate forward points

Lecture 8 - Exchange Rate Determinants


